Mathematical
Capacity (porridge/bowls)
Addition (Teddy bears picnic)
Subtraction (Tiger cubs in
the jungle)
Money (Chinese New Year)
Ordinal numbers (linked to
Chinese animals)
Doubling/halving (pancakes)
and amounts

Communication Language and
Literacy
Traditional English tale – T4W
Goldilocks
Asian Stories e.g. - Baby Tiger,
The Tiger Child
Non Fiction: Books about different
countries and cultures
Sequencing events in stories
Labeling pictures and story maps
Tiger poems
Writing a postcard, ticket, passport
Writing an invitation to our year
group assembly
T4W Oral recount of our visit to
the Indian restaurant

Expressive Arts and Design
Three Bears House role play
Goldilocks song
Making a clay bowl
Going on a flight (role play)
Music from different countries
Indian, Chinese Dragon Dance
Making a tiger with moving joints
Making lanterns, drums, dragons as part
of Chinese New Year

Personal/Social/Emotional
Learning about different cultures and
celebrations
How to behave when we are on a visit
What to do when you get lost (linked to
Goldilocks)
Right from wrong (linked to Goldilocks)

Robins, Wagtails and Puffins
Spring 1

‘Around the World’

Text: Goldilocks and The Three Bears and
The Tiger Child
WOW: Flight Day

Convention of the Rights of the Child
Learning about our rights. We all have the same
rights wherever we live.
We all have the right to be safe/treated fairly(Linked to Goldilocks and the Three Bears)

Understanding the World
Making, tasting and exploring porridge
Visit to the Indian Restaurant and around the
local area
Visitors from around the world
Traditional costume from different countries
Finding countries on globes/using Google Earth
How do we communicate with people in
different countries (using computers)
Log in to computer, use the keyboard to type
name and words, use and close programs
Lent

Physical
Using Chopsticks
Indian, Chinese Dragon Dance
Gymnastics- stretching and curling
Write dance
Talking about the effects of exercise
on our bodies
Tasting different foods and talking
about healthy eating

